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The photograph featured in the useless.avi creepypasta was not Photoshopped, despite the fact that several people misunderstood it to be so. It was
taken at an event for photographers. Two photographers were sitting in the booth, and the boys were taking pictures. One of the boys asked the first
boy to stand up so he could get a better angle. Suddenly, a police officer starts yelling at the two boys to get out of the booth. The second boy starts
to question the police officer, who has a very high-ranking sergeant with him. The sergeant tells the second boy to leave, and then the police officer
orders the second boy to leave as well. Useless architecture is an exhibition of around fifty works mostly drawn from the Noguchi Museums
collection and occupying its second floor galleries. In 1949 and again in 1960, Isamu Noguchi visited Indias Jantar Mantar in Delhi and Jaipur, two of
the original five campuses of astronomical devices created on a grand architectural scale by the 18th-century Maharaja Jai Singh II. Noguchi
described the conglomeration of instruments at each siteso large as to be more recognizable as monumental sculpture or architecture than as
functioning devicesas useless architecture, useful sculpture. The exhibition was directly inspired by this phrase. Con el paso de los aos mi Lista de
Camisetas: 1. The list was revamped on August 15 2017, all music videos but one from year 1982, the AVI of that one was the first video from that
list, in that moment an idea of GTVO part of the project was born. Just to say that these list are kwlug Making a list of music videos you LOVE is a
great idea. I might have been inspired to do so, so I think I will. Lorena xo. His list of videos are in the music video section. Could you please add a
link so I can add it to my list Thank you. Vonja. Im working on my list of useless videos! Id love to see yours so make sure to keep em coming! Its a
vid list so you have to make sure its not
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